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About This Game

Cockpit View, first seen in its genre

The Cockpit View brings the player immersive experience of driving a real tank, meanwhile the player can freely switch to first-
person, third-person or tank cockpit view to enjoy the very real VR (virtual reality) experience!
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IMAX Visual Feast

Unreal Engine 4 generates a magnificent lifelike scene such as the dusty desert, the frozen plateau and lush jungle which will
provide you with an all-around audio-visual feast.

Epic Battle PVE and Battlefield Combat PVP

Campaign Mode: Fight with AI tanks, reproduce famous historic battles and create your own glory history.
Battlefield Combat: Provides 5V5 and 8V8 confrontation mode, allows the player to fight with others and fully enjoy the charm

of destroying the “real” tanks.
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Reproduction of Classic Tank Models

Expertise guidance provided by military experts and the most representative tank models such as China’s 99 Main Battle Tank,
the U.S. M1A2, the German Leopard IIA6 and the Russian T-90 built according to the various performances in real history will

let you dominate the whole battlefield.
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Title: Tank of War-VR
Genre: Action, Massively Multiplayer, Strategy
Developer:
梵天游戏
Publisher:
梵天游戏
Release Date: 2 Jan, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64-bit; Windows 8.1 64-bit; Windows 10 64-bit

Processor: Intel Core i5-4590@3.7GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970 2GB

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 5 GB available space

English,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Russian,Portuguese
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The platforming is fun, as the game introduces new concepts at a regular pace to keep the action fresh. My biggest gripe is that
the rhythm and the timing of the inputs sometimes feel like they don't match up - it's something I'm hoping they patch for the
future. The real selling point is the soundtrack, which I would 100% recommend picking up with the game. Overall, this is a
really cool indie title that is very much worth the investment.. Man, I loved this game. A few aspects could have been better, like
once you craft something it'd be nice to see its recipe so you know what you need to get. But other than that, this is a simplistic
overhead view shooter game with some role playing and crafting elements that I loved. It didn't take but maybe 10 hours or so to
beat the game but I enjoyed every minute. 10\/10 would recommend.. Some background info, I am an astrophysics major and
astronomy as always been a favorite past time of mine as well. I was bored and decided to give this a try. Boy was this
disappointing, but I did get this for just 49 cents. Was it worth it though? Not at all.

Rediscover the solar system! Solar System is a relaxing game, which will allow you to deepen your knowledge of the
Solar System by interacting with the planets!
Let's tear this statement apart that's clearly on the store page as of 13 Jan 18. Number 1, Relaxing game? This isn't even
a game as advertised, it's a small informational output. There is no objective, no story, and no interaction other than
zooming in and out on a planet. Number 2, there is A LOT of inaccurate information, Wikipedia will deepen your
knowledge better than this will. The number of satellites for planets or just bodies in the solar system is wrong and they
are even missing a lot of them. The asteroid belt and comets were also forgotten? Even Earth was so cringy, Africa was
massively bigger than Europe was and was even centered on the planet and took up 90% of the side of the planet it was
featured on. Also, the planets aren't even in the correct order. Number 3, as stated a moment ago. No interaction? There
is the zooming and scrolling of text... Poor scrolling text at that.

Not quite sure what the point of this "game" was. Wikipedia would teach you a lot more. I guess the music wasn't all that
bad, but it's on loop every 5 seconds so it'll get old fast. It was also advertised as "4K" I''m not fully sure on that part, but
from what I've seen (if you overlook some landmarks being wrong) it doesn't look bad.

Also, apparently the Sun is very hot folks. I learned that from this app.

Please don't buy, we don't need things like this floating on Steam.. This is a small Winter-themed tileset pack. Some
assets are duplicated with both a lighter and darker texture, with a couple being a bit more holiday-themed. It will help
flush out a small snow-based area, but there isn't enough for a full game.. I recently purchased this DLC for this game
and so far I am enjoying this DLC, I enjoy that you are able to use your resources wisely and have them either help in
this search, or continue to answer the calls and reports as usual. In my opinion this makes the much more interesting.
Although when I was playing the game, I came across a bug or a glitch that I have never came across before purchasing
this DLC. The bug was that when I started a search for a missing person, all of my units froze, the game didn't crash or
freeze as the music and background noise was still playing, but I couldn't move any of my units that were not apart of the
search, even after the search ended, I couldn't move any of my units.. A fun RTS that's reminiscent of the old age of
empires\/Warcraft games... with it's on map editor and multiple game modes,
what's not to like?. The best script kiddy sim out there. A must play for people who use wallhacks and aimbots to
improve that sick K\/D ratio.. playing this game in winter right after taking a shower at 4 AM while wearing a cut shirt
and a short pants is insane!
only a look at all this ice can make me freeze, but I did all that to feel the game, and be with it in my mind and body!
and no, I didn't get sick.. my immunity must be unbreakable xD

I really liked this game, playing it with PC is much better than the phone
but again, I had a little trouble with the controls.. not sure if it's an issue, or I'm a bad player lol. I'm not much on
platform games, but this puzzle-platformer from Smudged Cat is a surprise. The premise is to solve the puzzle of
collecting all the gems in the individual rooms of a castle inherited by Shuggy using the different mechanics built into
the game.

As someone lacking the dexterity to play the super difficult platform style games of late, I really appreciate the fact that
the mechanics are simple to understand and use, but at the same time offer some challenge.
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The challenge is in thinking through just exactly how to approach each room so you can move on.
And the keyboard worked just fine for me.

The graphics are cartoon style and very well done ---- clear and bright in every level. The music is really good keeping
the mood bright.

One of those games that you can get involved with for hours, and not be aware of the time that has gone by. All ages will
enjoy this one.. I've spent several hours playing Corgi Warlock, and overall, I have to say that I'm impressed with the
game. It's a side-scrolling action platformer with monsters to kill, loot to collect, and upgrades to attain.

The graphics and soundtrack are good, and the controller mechanics are both consistent and responsive. I enjoy gaming
with a controller, and nothing disappoints me more than a game that advertises full controller support but doesn't deliver.
Corgi Warlock delivers.

There are 10 levels to the game, and so far, I've made it to level 7. What I thought at first was a casual gaming
experience is actually really quite challenging. The layout of the levels isn't where the challenge comes in, it's the
progression of monsters with varying degrees of health coming across the screen at a steadily increasing pace.

The additon of obstacles such as platforms over water, jumping sharks, and fireballs flying across the screen add
unpredictability and the need for quick response time to the mix. As the levels progress, response time gets shorter and
shorter while the difficulty increases, meaning that even the most hardcore gamers will find a challenge during the latter
portions of the game.

I did experience a few oddities that I want to point out. The first is that killing a coin-dropping monster with a tower in
the background results in coins getting stuck in mid-air on the screen. This can be re-created most easily in level 6 or any
level where there are step-like platforms leading up to a higher level. The bottom level ends at a gray tower, meaning
that you can't advance any further to the right. However, the monsters are coming from the right side of the screen, as
well as the left, so if you stand right at the end of the bottom level and shoot, or jump up on a right-side platform and
shoot, coins will regularly drop and fly up into the tower, getting stuck on the screen where your character cannot go.

This brings me to the second oddity, which is that the Steam Overlay doesn't seem to work with this game, and neither
does the F12 button for taking screenshots. I wanted to take a screenshot of these trapped coins to publish, but I couldn't
figure out how to do this. Neither F12 or the Print Screen button worked for me, and I was unable to use Alt-Tab and
snip tool to clip a JPG. Anyone determined to get a screenshot would likely have to clip a frame out of a video streaming
session.

Other than those couple of things, which really didn't reduce my enjoyment of the game, overall, I didn't experience
anything that would cause me not to recommend the game. It's appropriate for young and casual gamers as well as
experienced gamers looking for a challenge.
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I really couldn\u00b4t wait to get my hands on this game. I bought it on release date! This is ONE OF THE MOST
DISAPPOINTING titles I have had so far!!
I was looking forward for some BuzzAldrinsRaceIntoSpace with Ekranoplanes or TakeOnMars-like game but this is complete
and utter XXXX. The flight simulation part is like watching paint dry and the oh-so-interesting "career" mode where you can
manage your base excel-sheet style is a new height of entertainment.
I would really like to get a reimbursement for this one but I can\u00b4t.. Now I start to worry that I'd never find another game
like this. 10\/10. I have never played Limbo like the previous reviewer so I have nothing to compare this game to. Its a dark
puzzle game which has seen me gassed, spiked, sliced open with a swinging axe thing, burnt to dead and fallen into the dark
abyss below. I'l be honest i was surprised by how much I liked this game.

First thing that caught my eye was it was so cheap. The controls felt basic at the start but it didnt take me long to get used to
them. Also For anyone who thinks the game is too hard the game creators in their mercy have put in a hint key. Anytime your
stuck hit the H key and you get a hint at the area your stuck at. Tempting to use all the time but it still doesn't ruin the puzzle
when you do use it.

Also a great bonus is the respawning so close to where you die. The checkpoints must be every 5 or 10 steps as I never seem to
respawn too far away from where i died. In a puzzle game like this where you die alot this comes in handy.

The grusome ragdoll deaths keep in with the tone of the game if that makes sence and even the way the characters ponytail bobs
when running are wee signs the creators were thinking when putting this together.

I'm gonna keep playing this as it has my attention.

Heres a first level play through if you are still making up your mind.

P.S Any laggyness is the fault of my computer running recording software at the same time. The game itself is usually smooth
when the recording software is off.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=T7RNzLhLg9Y. This game not bad.

who tf plays ace combat with a hotas setup this ain't dcs. I concur with what the poster Davor said about this relatively small
novel in Steam DIscussions. It is not great literature, but it was a pleasant way to spend two hours reading it. The book is written
first-person from Nicholas Frost's point of view, and details his and his employer's (Miralbus the Hat) efforts to win over a
neutral Svart kingdom by convincing the Svart ruler to pick Miralbus (as opposed to the Dragon Queen or Lich VI) as ally.
Neither of the three Great Mages come across particularly well in the end, with the reader sympathizing more with the Svart
queen (original character) and the altruistic Frost rather than with the rather self-absorbed Miralbus.

I wonder, however, why King Lich is constantly referred to as "it" by Frost, especially since his male vampires are always "he".

King Rrat XLII (not the LIV) plays a minor role in the warm-up confronation in the beginning. Nefertari and Mallacir are
mentioned once (with the latter explicitly mentioned to be a vampire by the DQ), but do not appear.. Elementium is the kind of
game I expect to see on \/r\/Indie where the developer doesn't seem to understand why it isn't selling. The fact of the matter is
that this game barely qualifies as such, playing like an early alpha rather than a game you're paying full price for. These are the
kinds of titles that Early Access is designed to help, the ones where the developer has an idea they want to explore but hasn't got
a clue about how to make it fun.

Further the extreme lack of polish on nearly all elements makes me think that this game didn't see any external play
testing\u00a0at all as there's no way any of these issues made it past even the most forgiving of family members. I tried to keep
an open mind when I was playing Elementium, figuring that there had to be a point somewhere along the lines where it started to
really come into its own. That time never came and here I am, 4 hours in the hole without much to show for it. Honestly Ignite
Studios, if you're reading this, email me: therefinedgeek@gmail.com, you sound like you need the help.

Read my full review here: https:\/\/www.therefinedgeek.com.au\/index.php\/2018\/02\/18\/elementium-what-you-find-in-the-
depths-of-steams-new-releases\/. Positives
+ Cheap
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+ Easy to play
+ Requires basic strategy

Negatives
-Battles have no real immersion other than hit or miss and keep hitting the mouse. I mean improving graphics would have been
nice but I understand why they didn''t
-Statistics is basic. Like its worse than the previous game. Pop ups appear such as "You have conquered a smaller colony..."
which have no effect in the game other than being an event. The events that happen have no effect in the game other than boring
battles. This I think other than the battles is the worse part to the game because it feels random and not very interesting. Who
cares that I conquer another colony? Tell me what I have gained from this.
-once going to all of the locations, game lacks replayability
-The enemies show no differences in attack and defence stats. Essentially as you get more developed they develop and become
stronger but it seems rather random
-Having more nursing ants does not seem to effect growth
I enjoyed it for a bit and bought it more to test out the maps you could unlock. But its not particularly amazing game 4\/10.
Excellent job. When you make an incentive for hybrid cars more people become enviromentalists. When you tax the crap out of
automobiles more people use public transportation. When the countries poverty is lowered the percentage of the poor population
lowers. The policies add increased immersion as well. It may not add much but it carries on the democracy 3 spirit of
experimentation.
\\
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